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OVERVIEW
South Africans are some of the worst savers in the world. Household debt averages
about 75% of disposable income. And although business and government have been
urging consumers to save, it has had limited impact.
In addition, the growth of online banking and easy access to credit has completely
disconnected us from our money. Creating a false sense of how much we actually
have and therefore we spend more and save less.
Sanlam – South Africa’s leading financial
services group - wanted to re-connect
South Africans with their money and to
encourage them to reconsider the way
they spend and save – down to the last
R1 coin.
So we created the One Rand Man (ORM)
- a unique social experiment where an
ordinary South African lived entirely on
R1 coins for the month of July, National
Savings Month. Weekly webisodes
covered his story every step of the way,
and Sanlam experts weighed in on his
trials and tribulations. From day one,
media requests flooded in.
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The result: a tidal wave of editorial coverage across national and international
broadcast, print and online media channels. Generating seven times more earned
media than the total campaign budget, far exceeding all expectations.

Within four weeks, it delivered:
 74million+ media impressions
 R13-million in earned media exposure (1:1)
 900 000 video views (ranked #1, 3 and 4 on YouTube SA)

But as big as ORM himself had become, so too did the conversation around saving.
South Africans started expressing concerns about their own spending habits and lack
of savings. Even other financial institutions directed their clients to the video series and
schools requested permission to use them.
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The outcome: consumers applauded Sanlam for making them think about how they
spend and save and for re-connecting them with the value of their money. The concept
of hard earned Rands and cents, spent and invested sensibly, was suddenly a hot
topic across the country.
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Yegs Ramiah, Chief Executive, Sanlam Brand:
“We wanted to empower South Africans to stop and think about the way they spend
and save. This unique experiment got the message across in a relevant and novel
way. It grabbed people's attention. Sanlam was at the heart of the debate around the
importance of saving. We are exceptionally pleased with the results!”

STATEMENT OF CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Challenges:
 South Africa doesn't have a strong savings culture. And online banking and
credit cards have disconnected consumers from their money. To successfully
create awareness around the importance of saving, we first had to reconnect
consumers with their money - touch it, feel it and save it. We needed to change
the way people think about saving and motivate them to consciously pay
attention to their money behaviour.
 Traditional savings messages often come across as 'finger pointing' - limited
interest and impact among young professionals.
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National Savings Month has rarely sparked the same interest as other important
dates on the national calendar.
Mainstream media push out spending messages based on ‘wants’ and seldom
focus on future ‘needs’ such as retirement savings.

Opportunities:
 Fast growing social media channels in SA created an opportunity for Sanlam to
connect directly with consumers.
 Sanlam’s depth of skills and product range ensured it could speak on a variety
of savings topics with authority.
 In May, Sanlam launched its refreshed brand with the pay-off line:
Wealthsmiths™ – with its first TV campaign focusing on the value of a Rand.
RESEARCH


Existing national research, insights from industry bodies, such as the South
African Savings Institute, and media articles indicated a severe lack of a
savings culture in SA. It highlighted the continued reliance on credit, rising
debt levels and the need for effective financial education.



Consultation with financial coach and author, Vangile Makwakwa, and cognitive
psychologist, David Rosenstein, provided an in-depth understanding of the
behavioural finance. They emphasised consumer resistance to delayed
gratification and the resultant impact on spending habits. And unpacked the
barrier created through online banking and cards - being disconnected from our
money leads us to treat it as an unlimited resource. It makes it easy to spend,
and to spend money we don't have.



Review of the consumer media agenda around savings topics - specifically
focused on coverage generated during National Savings Month 2013 - provided
further evidence of the monotonous savings messages being pushed out.
Anecdotal feedback from media friends also indicated journalist fatigue with the
repetitive media releases pitched during Savings Month every year.

PLANNING OF THE STRATEGY
Brand goal:
• Use ORM to bring the essence of the newly launched Wealthsmiths™ brand
positioning to life - a deep respect for the value of every hard earned Rand.
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Campaign communications objectives:
• Create awareness and educate consumers on the importance of saving during
National Savings Month through ORM.
• Build ORM's profile across traditional and social media and position him as a
highly relevant and relatable personality among young professionals.
• Generate widespread public interest around the topic of saving to drive high
levels of engagement across online campaign platforms.
• Position the credibility and expertise of Sanlam spokespeople through expert
views on key themes linked to ORM's experiences each week.
Key messages:
 ORM is a social experiment initiated by Sanlam for National Savings Month.
 The experiment aims to test our relationship with money and discover whether,
in an age of cards and credit, we've become disconnected from our hard-earned
cash. And whether this has led to an outlook that sees money as a limitless
resource.
 South Africa's national savings rate is extremely low and Sanlam believes that
this experiment will provide insights into our money habits which will lead to a
change in thinking and behaviour.
Target audiences:
Primary: Young professionals nationwide.
Secondary: All social and media-savvy consumers
Actions we required: for consumers to analyse their relationship with money and
change the way they think about saving.
Media channels:
1. Earned: Editorial content pitched to consumer, news, lifestyle, trade, business,
marketing and community media and their online offerings; consumer and
business bloggers.
2. Paid: Media partnership with Personal Finance newspaper; YouTube
advertising.
3. Owned:
a. Sanlam’s own channels (website, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter).
b. ORM’s newly created channels (Twitter, Instagram).
c. Stackla (social media aggregator).
d. Interactive infographic.
4. Shared: Comments shared on consumers social channels.
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Tools:
Five weekly webisodes capturing the story of ORM as he paid for everything – from
groceries to his car instalment – in R1 coins, documented in real time on social media.
Supported with expert commentary videos.

EXECUTION OF THE STRATEGY
Traditional media relations:
 Interviews with ORM and Sanlam pitched to key influencers, media and
bloggers.
 Weekly releases providing Sanlam expert commentary on the latest webisode.
 Infographic summaries shared with the media.
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Media partnership:
 Content published in Personal Finance weekly, addressing the issues faced by
ORM with relevant advice from Sanlam and behavioural experts.

Social media:
PR efforts pushed consumers to activity on social media. Elements included:
 Posts on Twitter and Instagram.
 Daily tweets managed by a dedicated team.
 The best content of the day shared on Facebook.
 Social media posts and conversations collated into a live stream of content
using Stackla.
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Difficulties encountered:
 Flood of media attention created pressure on ORM who was still trying to
maintain his responsibilities as an employee of an architectural firm;
 Content team had to be agile and available 24/7 to produce content on the go,
as each week meant a new webisode;
 ORM had no experience working with the media which created frustrations on
both sides.
EVALUATION
Brand goal:
1. Use ORM to bring the essence of the newly launched Wealthsmiths™ brand
positioning to life - a deep respect for the value of every hard earned Rand.
 87% of coverage referenced Sanlam in relation to ORM's journey to
reconnect with the value of money.
 100% of target media ran ORM media releases with 100% key message
penetration with pre-agreed brand words.
Campaign communications objectives:
1. Create awareness and educate consumers on the importance of saving during
National Savings Month through ORM.
 96% of the coverage highlighted the importance of saving for ORM.
 5 weekly expert videos provided insight and practical guidance on saving,
viewed over 30 000 times.
 11% of the consumer tweets mentioned that they now realised the
importance of savings.
 One out of every 10 consumers who engaged with the brand on social
media channels, expressed their concern about their spending patterns
and committed, publicly, to changing financial behaviour.
2. Build ORM's profile across traditional and social media and position him as a
highly relevant and relatable personality among young professionals.
 203 media clippings featured ORM - about 6 articles per day, valued at
over R13 million (1:1).
 74 million+ media impressions.
 Weekly ORM editorial blog on Finweek.com.
 Sentiment reached for all media coverage generated 64% positive, 36%
neutral. No negative media coverage was received.
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3. Generate widespread public intere;2st around the topic of saving to drive high
levels of engagement across online campaign platforms.
 900 000+YouTube views.
 Ranked #1, 3, and 4 by YouTube SA in July.
 Dramatic uptake across Sanlam channel: Twitter profile grew by 96% and
Facebook page grew by 48%.
 ORM's Twitter profile grew to 3 053 followers and Instagram profile grew
to 894, from a zero base in under 4 weeks.
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 The ORM campaign received 4 791 mentions online, with 2 480 different
authors leading the conversation.

*Campaign period
Source: Brandseye: online monitoring & insights tool used to track online conversations.

 The bulk of the conversation on the topic on Twitter and Instagram was
driven by the public, followed by the media.

Source: Brandseye: online monitoring & insights tool used to track online conversations.
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 This very high public ownership of the conversation illustrates how
engaging ORM concept was and how well consumers responding to the
campaign:

4. Position the credibility and expertise of Sanlam spokespeople through expert
views on key themes linked to ORM's experiences each week.
 Almost 69% of positive media articles generated carried advice from
Sanlam experts.
Conclusion:
An overwhelming amount of support and feedback was received from consumers, the
media and even competitors, all thanking ORM and Sanlam for sharing his lessons in a
way that they can relate to – and pledging to take a closer look at their own finances.
By the end of the month, South Africans were inspired and educated about saving
money and how it helps them to prepare for a healthy financial future.
Feedback and support from consumers and the media:

“It gripped people’s
imagination”
- Huisgenoot, You and Drum
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“The incredible journey of
the One Rand Man”
“Insight into our money
habits”
- Finweek (Afrikaans and
English)

“If you can inspire us to
save, everyone wins”
- Personal Finance

“One Rand Man counts on
saving cash”
“Feel more connected to
money”
- Sunday Times
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“Learning money lessons
one rand at a time”
“...a fascinating experiment”
- The Citizen

“How disconnected we are
from real money...”
- The Weekend Argus
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We received a letter addressed to ORM – pledging a life change:
https://thedearsoandsoblog.wordpress.com/2014/07/08/dear-the-one-rand-man-southafrica-sanlam-money-save/#more-283
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We also inspired others to try the experiment themselves:
http://thecounter.co.za/inspired-by-one-rand-man/
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And even had a copy-cat!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkvZiGuJWb0

Ends.
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